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An Ultra-Simple Charge Supplementary Strategy for High
Performance Rotary Triboelectric Nanogenerators
Hongqing Feng, Yuan Bai, Lei Qiao, Zhe Li, Engui Wang, Shengyu Chao, Xuecheng Qu,
Yu Cao, Zhuo Liu, Xi Han, Ruizeng Luo, Yizhu Shan, and Zhou Li*

Free-standing rotary triboelectric nanogenerators (rTENG) can accomplish
special tasks which require both high voltage and high frequency. However, the reported high performance rTENG all have complex structures for
output enhancement. In this work, an ultra-simple strategy to build high
performance rTENG is developed. With only one small paper strip added
to the conventional structure, the output of the TENG is promoted hugely.
The voltage is triplicated to 2.3 kV, and the current and charge are quintupled to 133 µA and 197 nC, respectively. The small paper strip, with the
merits of ultra-simplicity, wide availability, easy accessibility and low cost,
functions as a super-effective charge supplement. This simple and delicate
structure enables ultra-high durability with the 2.3 kV voltage output 100%
maintained after 1 000 000 cycles. This charge supplementary strategy is
universally effective for many other materials, and decouples the output
enhancement from any friction or contact on the metal electrodes, emphasizing a critical working principle for the rTENG. Atmospheric cold plasma
is generated using the paper strip rTENG (ps-rTENG), which demonstrates
strong ability to do bacteria sterilization. This simple and persistent charge
supplementary strategy can be easily adopted by other designs to promote
the output even further.
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1. Introduction
High voltage power supply is specially
demanded in certain biological and environmental applications, including cell
membrane electroporation,[1,2] mass spectrometry measurement,[3–5] plasma generation,[6–10] and dielectrophoresis in oil.[11,12]
However, conventional high voltage power
devices require large energy consumptions and raise critical safety concerns.
Recently, Triboelectric nanogenerators
(TENG) have been demonstrated to be
effective energy harvesters in converting
mechanical energy to electricity.[13–19] More
importantly, they can generate high voltages of hundreds and even thousands of
volts while the currents are at milliamp
level, alleviating the energy cost and safety
concerns in applications.[20–26]
Among the four typical modes of
TENG,[13,22,27–33] the free-standing rotary
TENG (rTENG) is unique, because they
can achieve both high voltage and high
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frequency at the same time.[34,35] rTENG can be classified into
two types, contact and non-contact ones.[36,37] The abrasions of
contact rTENG are very severe, because the two friction layers
keep on sliding against each other at high frequency. The abrasions of non-contact TENG can be avoided, but the output are
less than the contact ones. To build high performance rTENG
without abrasion drawbacks, charge pumping strategies are
developed by several groups.[38–44] Bai et al. develop a coaxial
and synchronous rotation structure that enables bound charges
injection from the pumping rTENG to the main TENG via a
rectifier.[39] Lei et al. design a different charge pumping rTENG
consisting of three main components, a pair of rotatory disks,
a polarizer, and a pair of accumulators.[42] Zhou et al. propose
interfacial lubrication strategies between the frictional layer
and electrode layer to reduce frictional loss of sliding rTENG.[45]
These designs are capable to promote the voltage output of rotatory rTENG, but they all require very complicated structures as
the charge sources.
In this work, an ultra-simple charge supplementary strategy
to build high performance rTENG is developed. By simply
adding one small paper strip to the classic non-contact rTENG
structure, paper strip rTENG (ps-rTENG) is constructed,
and the output is greatly enhanced. The voltage is promoted
to over 2.3 kV, more than triplicated as before. In addition,
the current and charge are more than quintupled. Although
the output enhancement is huge, the friction between the
paper strip and the dielectric layer is slight, which enables a
100% maintained output enhancement after 1 000 000 cycles.
This charge supplementary strategy works uniquely for the

dielectric layer. If the paper strip is reversed to make friction
with the metallic layer, the output enhancement won’t take
place. This supplementary strategy is universally effective, as
the output enhancement can be achieved using many other
materials, not only paper. Employing this ultra-simple charge
supplementary strategy, atmospheric cold plasma is generated
using the ps-rTENG, and very effective bacteria sterilization is
demonstrated.

2. Results
2.1. Structure Design and Working Principle
The structural scheme of the ps-rTENG is illustrated in
Figure 1a, and the photos of the fabricated device are shown
in Figure 1b and Figure S1 (Supporting Information). The
device is mainly a classic non-contact rTENG, the only difference is that a small towel paper strip is folded and taped at the
gap between two Al foil electrodes. By adjusting the distance
between the stator and rotor, the ridge of the folded paper will
get contact with the Polytetra fluoroethylene (PTFE) layers.
Once started rotation, the paper ridge will make friction with
the PTFE layer, but there are no friction between the PTFE
and Al layers. Because the paper strip is soft and conformable,
the friction between the paper strip and the PTFE film is very
slight. The working mechanism of the ps-rTENG is illustrated
in Figure 1c. Before the PTFE film and the paper strip contact
each other, there are only electrostatic induction between PTFE

Figure 1. Structural design and operating mechanism of the ps-rTENG: a) schematic diagram of the ps-rTENG; b) photos of the stator and rotor, and
the integrated device of the ps-rTENG; c) working principle of the ps-rTENG: the paper strip makes gentle friction with the PTFE film while rotating,
and supplements huge amount of charges to the system, enabling great output enhancement; d) about 1000 LEDs (rated voltage: 3 V) are lighted up
by the ps-rTENG; e) plasma generation using a patterned TENG electrode driven by ps-rTENG; inset: photo of the patterned electrode.
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and Al electrodes, and only a few surface charges are induced
at the Al electrodes (Figure 1c-I). After the PTFE and paper strip
get touched and make friction against each other, many more
negative charges are generated on the PTFE layer (Figure 1c-II).
Consequently, more positive charges are induced on the Al
electrodes (Figure 1c-III). As the PTFE keeps on rotating, much
larger amount of charges are exchanged between pairs of the
Al electrodes via external circuit, and the output of the rTENG
are hugely promoted (Figure 1c-IV). Due to the promoted high
voltage, about 1000 LEDs (rated voltage: 3 V) are lighted up
using the ps-rTENG (Figure 1d), and atmospheric cold plasma
is generated (Figure 1e).

2.2. Performance Characterization
Before the addition of the paper strip, the PTFE and Al layers
produce a peak voltage of 702 V, peak current of 25 µA, and
charge of 36 nC, at a rotation speed of 600 rpm and a distance of
2 mm (Figure 2a). After introducing the paper strip, the outputs
are largely promoted to peak voltage of 2352 V, peak current
of 133 µA, and charge of 197 nC. The rotation and the outputs
are steady (Video S1, Supporting Information). The voltage is
more than three folds over the previous one, and the current
and charge are more than five folds (Figure 2b). These results
demonstrate that the slight friction between the paper strip and

Figure 2. Electrical characteristics of the ps-rTENG. The schematic diagram (1), voltage (2), current (3), and charge (4) of the conventional a) rTENG,
b) the ps-rTENG, and the c) reversed ps-rTENG; d) voltage evolution of the conventional rTENG, and ps-rTENG from 0 to 100 s; e) stability test of the
ps-rTENG under continuous operation for 1000k cycles.
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PTFE film accomplish great charge supplement to the device
and successfully enhance the output to a great amount. The
paper strip enables such effective charge supplementary to the
rTENG device because PTFE and paper have distinct tendency
to become charged. PTFE tends to be negatively charged, and
paper tends to be positively charged.[46] The friction between
the two produce much more negative charges on the PTFE
film, and in consequence more positive charges are induced
on the Al electrodes. Meanwhile, charge generation also takes
place in the paper strip. When copper film is taped on the
back of the paper strip, and connected to the ground, the peak
voltage, peak current, and charge transfer between the two are
measured to be 814 V, 12 µA, and 9 nC, respectively (Figure S2,
Supporting Information). If the position of the paper strip is
reversed to make friction with the Al layer, however, no output
enhancement can be achieved. The voltage, current and charge
are just the same as before (Figure 2c). These results verify the
critical mechanisms and sequences of the output enhancement:
paper strip making friction with the dielectric layer; additional
charges generated and accumulated in the dielectric layer; more
charges induced in the metal electrodes; and finally the output
enhancement. The Voc when only the paper strip is used to
make friction with the Al electrodes is 20 V, much smaller than
the electrostatic induction effect caused by the PTFE; increasing
the number of paper strips doesn’t increase the Voc (Figure S3,
Supporting Information).
Figure 2d demonstrates the charge accumulation process of
the ps-rTENG. For conventional rTENG, the max peak voltage
is reached within 1 s. For the ps-rTENG, the peak voltage in
each rotation cycle increases gradually. At 25 s, the peak
voltage reaches 1870 V, 90% of the max value. After 75 s, the
peak voltage exceeds 2 kV. Meanwhile, because the PTFE and
paper strip only make slight friction, the charge supplement
and output enhancement are very persistent. After having
PTEF and paper strip continuously sliding against each other
for 1 000 000 cycles, the voltage output is still 100% as before
(Figure 2e). The abrasions of the PTFE and Al electrodes are
very slight, as compared with the contact rTENG (Figure S4,
Supporting Information).
Next, we investigate strips made from other materials,
kapton, nylon, and PTFE itself. Figure 3a show that they all
can realize output enhancement to above 2 kV. Kapton and
nylon are also materials that tend to be positively charged,
and they confirm the working principle of this charge supplementary strategy. Notably, a PTFE strip can also realize a
peak voltage of over 2 kV after making friction with the PTFE
film. This is because friction between the same materials can
also cause charge separation after they contact each other.[47,48]
Nevertheless, among them, paper strip produces the highest
voltage, and paper is the most easily available and economic
material. Therefore paper is selected for further investigation.
Only 1 strip is enough to triplicate the voltage output. When
increasing the paper strips to 3, 6, 9, and even 18, only very
slight further increase are obtained (Figure 3b). This suggests
that the friction between one strip and the PTFE film have supplemented enough charges to promote the output. When the
distance between the PTFE and Al film is enlarged from 2 to
6 mm, the peak voltage output decreases from 2352 to 1194 V
gradually (Figure 3c). This in further confirms the importance
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of friction between PTFE and paper strip from another aspect.
The voltage output also depends on the rotation speed. When
the rotation speed increases from 120 to 240 rpm, the peak
voltage increases obviously from 950 to 2110 V. In the range
from 240 to 600 rpm, however, the voltage enhancement slows
down (Figure 3d). The impact of different resistances to the
peak voltage, current, and power output of the ps-rTENG are
shown in Figure 3e,f. As load resistance increases to more than
1 MΩ, the peak current decreases obviously. As load resistance
increases to hundreds of mega ohms, the peak voltage attains
1.8 KV (Figure 3e). A peak power of 120 mW is achieved with a
resistance of about 30 MΩ (Figure 3f). Different capacitors are
charged using this ps-rTENG in a rectified circuit (Figure 3g),
and the voltage curves are shown in Figure 3h. A capacitor of
22 µF can be charged to 4 V within 2 s, which is quicker than
the reported charge accumulation rTENG device with a much
more complexed structure.[42]
2.3. Atmospheric Cold Plasma Generated by the ps-rTENG
The high output and frequency of the ps-rTENG are employed
to generate atmospheric cold plasma. The plasma luminescence has been shown in Figure 1e. Also, a schematic diagram of needle-plate corona plasma generation is shown in
Figure 4a. Argon has a relatively low breakdown voltage, therefore argon is employed to initiate the discharge. Meanwhile,
considering our final purpose to do bacteria sterilization, 5%
O2 is introduced to the gas flow to increase the production of
reactive oxygen species (ROS). The photo of the plasma excitation is shown in Figure 4b and Videos S2 and S3 (Supporting
Information), obvious plasma plume is generated by the psrTENG. Figure 4c,d shows the relationship between the voltage
and current when generating the plasma. The main peak
current is about 30 µA, and the peak voltage at the two plasma
electrodes is about 1.9 kV (Figure 4c). In one full electric cycle
(Figure 4d), there are up to 8 obvious pulsed peaks in the current and voltage, which indicate that the argon-oxygen mixed
gas has been discharged by the local high electric field. The discharges in the voltage waveform are less obvious, and there are
only two big pulsed peaks at the main peaks each, which are in
correspondence with the two largest discharges in the current.
The other discharges in the voltage are almost invisible. However, after local enlargement, clear voltage discharges which are
exactly consistent with the current discharges are presented
(Figure 4d).
2.4. Bacterial Sterilization Using the ps-rTENG
Generated Plasma
Atmospheric cold plasma has been well demonstrated to do
pathogenic bacteria and fungi killing very effectively.[49–52] The
sterilization mechanisms lie in the rich ROS generated during
plasma stimulation using oxygen containing gases.[53,54] In this
work, the sterilization efficiency of the plasma excited by the
ps-rTENG is investigated. With mixed argon (95% argon and
5% oxygen) as the working gas, ROS such as ozone, superoxide
anion, singlet oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, and hydroxyl radicals
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Figure 3. The influence of various factors on the voltage output of the ps-rTENG. a) Voltage of the ps-rTENG with different charge supplementary materials; b) voltage of the ps-rTENG versus the amount of paper strips; c) voltage of the ps-rTENG with different distance between PTFE and aluminum
electrode; d) voltage of the ps-rTENG at different rotation speed; e) the variation of voltage and current and f) power of the ps-rTENG with different
external load resistance; g) the circuit to do capacitor charging; h) voltage curves for different capacitors charged by the ps-rTENG.

are produced, as shown in the reaction Equations (1–7). These
ROS endow plasma with strong ability to do bacteria killing.
∗

Ar + e → Ar + e (1)
Ar + e → Ar + + 2e (2)
O2 + e → 2O + e (3)
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2O2 + O → O3 + O2 (4)
O2 + e → 1O2 + e (5)
2O−2 + 2H2 O → H2 O2 + O2 + 2OH− (6)
O2− + H2O2 → ·OH + OH− + O2 (7)
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Figure 4. Needle-plate corona plasma generated by the ps-rTENG. a) Schematic diagram of the plasma excitation setup; b) photograph of the plasma;
c) voltage and current during plasma generation in 0.05 s; d) voltage and current in one cycle.

The plasma excitation system is modified a little to adapt
to the sterilization investigation, and the schematic diagram
is shown in Figure 5a. Agar plate is used instead of kapton to
help induce discharge, and it also serves as the growth support for the bacteria. As shown in Figure 5b and Video S4
(Supporting Information), plasma is successfully generated on the surface of the agar. 50 µL Staphylococcus aureus
(S. aureus) with a concentration of 1 × 106 CFU mL−1 are
added on the agar and a rectangle area of bacteria are formed
using a cell spreader. To do plasma sterilization, the agar
plate is moved under the plasma in a letter-writing route,
as shown in Video S5 (Supporting Information). After 18 h

culture, the bacteria on the untreated area grow into yellow
colonies, and the colonies blend with each other forming a
yellow rectangle on the agar. On the contrary, the bacteria in
the plasma treated route have been completely killed, and no
colonies grow. In this way the letters “TENG” and “NBL” are
formed on the agar. These letters on the agar well demonstrate the bacterial sterilization ability of the ps-rTENG generated atmospheric plasma. If the letters are “written” with
only gas flow without discharge, the bacteria in the writing
route will not be influenced. They grow the same as those out
of the writing route, and no letters can be formed (Figure S5,
Supporting Information).

Figure 5. Bacterial sterilization using the ps-rTENG generated plasma. a) Schematic diagram of plasma excitation via ps-rTENG for bacterial sterilization; b) a photo of the plasma on the agar plate; c) photos of the “letters” on the agar plates after 18 h culture following bacterial sterilization.
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Figure 6. a) The ps-rTENG is installed in a manually driven device; and b) produces Voc = 1.5 kV.

2.5. Manually Driven ps-rTENG for Plasma Generation
Apart from driven by a motor, the ps-rTENG can also be manually driven to do plasma generation. The ps-rTENG is installed
in a device with a manual rocking bar, and Voc of 1.5 kV is generated at a rotation speed of about 300 rpm (Figure 6). At this
voltage, atmospheric plasma is successfully generated in air
(Video S6, Supporting Information).

3. Discussion
In this paper, an ultra-simple strategy is developed for high performance rTENG by introducing one small paper strip to the
conventional non-contact structure. The critical mechanism of
this output enhancement strategy lies in the slight friction made
on the dielectric layer (i.e., PTFE), which enables great amount
of charge generation, accumulation and induction in the
device. Owing to the small paper strip, the voltage is triplicated
to 2.3 kV, and the current and charge are quintupled to 133 µA
and 197 nC, respectively. On the contrary, additional friction
made on the metal electrodes (i.e., Al) doesn’t make any output
enhancement. This work decouples output enhancement from
friction or even contact on the metal electrodes, which provides
important information for the rTENG structures and designs.
Meanwhile, because the friction between the paper strip and
the dielectric layer are very slight, the output enhancement is
very persistent and 100% maintained after 1 000 000 cycles.
With the help of this high output, atmospheric cold plasma is
generated using the ps-rTENG, which is very effective in bacteria sterilization. We have also demonstrated plasma generation in air by manually driving the ps-rTENG. In future, with
the help of some more dedicated rotation designs such as the
pinwheel centrifuge,[55] it’s very promising to realize more
advanced manually driven ps-rTENG and replace the conventional high voltage power devices which have huge volume and
safety concerns to do plasma excitation, making good use of
both the high-voltage and self-powering merits of TENG. Last
but not least, our charge supplementary strategy is extremely
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simple, which can be easily adopted by other systems such as
the charge pumps[39] and charge accumulators[42] to promote
the output of rTENG even further.

4. Experimental Section
Fabrication of the ps-rTENG and Electric Characteristics: The ps-rTENG
has the same structure of a conventional rTENG: a stator, a rotor, and
two layers on them each. Two acrylic disks (3 mm thick) with a diameter
of 205 mm are fabricated using a laser cutting machine. Al foil (0.04 mm
thick) with a diameter of 200 mm is divided into 18 sectors evenly and
fixed as inner and outer ring electrodes on the stator acrylic disk. The
gap between each sector is 2 mm. PTFE film (0.18 mm thick) is cut into
9 sectors with the same size as the stator sector and fixed on the rotor
acrylic disk. A small rectangular paper strip (70 mm long, 10 mm wide)
is cut from a paper towel and folded at the long centerline. The two long
edges are taped at the gap between a pair of the Al sector electrodes. By
doing this, a small piece of paper ridge is formed between the two Al
electrodes. This paper strip serves as a charge supplement. By adjusting
the distance between the stator and rotor, the paper ridge can get
contact with the PTFE film, while the PTFE and Al electrodes are still
separated from each other. A rotary motor with adjustable speed is used
to drive the ps-rTENG. The open circuit voltage is measured using an
oscilloscope (Teledyne LeCroy HD 4096). The short circuit current and
charge are measured using an electrometer (Keithley 6517).
Atmospheric Cold Plasma Generation Using the ps-rTENG: To generate
atmospheric cold plasma for luminescence, a “TENG” patterned
electrode is fabricated by cutting Cu film. The patterned Cu electrode
and the Al film electrode are separated by a piece of thin cover glass,
and connected to the ps-rTENG each. To generate atmospheric cold
plasma to do sterilization, a tungsten wire (Ø = 0.3 mm) is placed inside
a capillary (Ø outer = 0.6 mm, Ø inner = 0.5 mm) as an electrode, and
copper foil is taped on an acrylic plate as the other. The two electrodes
are connected to the ps-rTENG. A kapton film is taped on the Cu foil as
the dielectric layer for more steady plasma generation. The capillary with
tungsten wire electrode is placed 2 mm above the kapton film. Argon
mixture (95% argon + 5% oxygen) at a flow speed of 800 sccm is used
as working gas.
Bacterial Sterilization Using the ps-rTENG Generated Plasma: S. aureus
is cultured in Luria-Bertani (LB) medium (yeast extract 5 g L−1, tryptone
10 g L−1, and NaCl 10 g L−1 in deionized water, autoclaved). The plasma
stimulation system is modified a little to adapt to the sterilization
investigation. The ps-rTENG is connected to the tungsten wire in the
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capillary tube and a copper foil, respectively. The copper foil is taped to
the side wall of a petri dish. Then warm LB agar liquid (10 g agar powder
in 1 L medium, autoclaved) is poured into the dish and let consolidate
to form agar plate. 50 µL of 1 × 106 CFU mL−1 S. aureus is added at the
center of the agar plate and spread into a rectangular area with a cell
spreader. The dish is moved under the plasma plume in a letter-writing
route. Then the plates are incubated at 37 °C for 18 h after plasma
treatment.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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